
FAC Meeting Minutes 2.7.22 11 am 
 
Members Present:  Timm Harris, Gordon Little, Sheila Morse (chair), Rusty Marine (SB liaison) 
Lynn Pancake, Anne Rider 
 

1. Meeting called to order at 11:00 am 
 

2. Recognition of Public: none present 
 

3. Approval of minutes of Jan. 24, 2022: Timm moved and Anne seconded that the 1.24.22 
minutes be approved as written. All voted in favor except Gordon who abstained as he 
was absent from that meeting. 

 
4. Open Items (topics covered were basically unfinished or unresolved topics from prior 

meetings). 
 

a. SB charge to the Finance Advisory Committee: As the Town’s first FAC, ours has 
been a learn-as-we-proceed experience. As such, the FAC believes it’s important 
to review its charter and make recommendations to the SB based on experience 
to date. In addition, we think the SB should apply the same expectation criteria 
to the FAC as have been recently shared with Town Commissions. Finally, the SB 
may want to consider tenure of FAC members.  

i. ACTION:  
1. Sheila will send FAC originating documents to all FAC members for 

comment. 
2. Any proposed revisions and/or recommendations will be shared 

with the SB in March, when Town elections are over 
b. ARPA Funds: As the SB is meeting in Executive Session on 2.9.22 to determine 

which applications to date will be funded, the FAC feels it has no further role to 
play at this time, in view of opinions shared with the SB in November 2021. FAC 
discussions were covered extensively in the minutes of the 11.16 and 11.24 
meeting minutes. 

c. Borrowing Funds for proposed Library Expansion 
i. Funding sources for the proposed expansion of Guilford’s library included 

a line item of $400K to be borrowed by the Town from the USDA. The 
Town would pay approximately $18K annually for 30 years for this loan. 

ii. In December the Town was advised by the bond fund organization that 
$195K of the total funds allocated to the Algiers Village Fire District for 
the sole purpose of bringing the waterline to Algiers Village would be 
available for use in the coming year or forfeited. (We note that these 
funds were allocated but not sitting in a separate account unused.)  
Guilford residents voted in favor of this particular bond 12 years ago, 
stipulating that the bond principle and interest be paid for not by taxing 



all residents of the Town but by billing only waterline users. Strictly 
speaking, these funds are the jurisdiction of the AVFD, not the Town. 

iii. Residents have the opportunity to vote to reallocate this $195K for the 
purpose of the library expansion OR FOR SOME OTHER PURPOSE. If the 
vote is in favor of such a reallocation, residents can then vote to approve 
or note raising the additional sum of $205K to satisfy the loan component 
of source of funds for the expansion. Should residents do so, annual 
principle and interest costs would be slightly higher than a $400K USDA 
loan, but the overall loan cost to the Town would be $90K less than a 
USDA loan. 

iv. The FAC notes that this $195 could be reallocated for some purpose 
other than the library expansion project, such as bringing a waterline up 
Guilford Center Road. 

v. Timm moved and Anne seconded that the FAC recommend to the SB that 
they clarify the history and potential use(s) of the unused $195K 
allocation to residents. The vote in favor was unanimous. 

d. Highway Surplus: The FAC again discussed the issue of the highway surplus and 
reiterates to SB members the points raised in their 1.24.22 meeting: 

i. The $1.3M surplus exceeds the highway 009 budget total this year. Peder 
did not know why the SB did not discuss using as much as possible of this 
surplus instead of raising taxes. Sheila and Peder discussed the possibility 
of using some of the surplus for the bridge fund, the difficulties of finding 
contractors to execute delayed projects, etc. and he suggested it would 
be a good topic to discuss with the SB in the Fall. 

ii. Anne noted that very large reserve funds represent an unnecessary 
burden on the town and proposed that the FAC investigate possibilities 
for using these funds in the coming year, encouraging the SB to use funds 
to offset future expenses or mitigate tax increases. 

5. Anne moved and Timm seconded that the meeting be adjourned at 11:50. The vote in 
favor was unanimous. 

 
 

 


